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Customer Results Prove Eriez® P-Rex® Rare Earth Scrap Drums Provide 50 Percent Greater
Recovery of Ferrous Metals from Bottom Ash Compared to Conventional Scrap Drums
Erie, PA—Engineers at Covanta, one of the world’s largest owners and operators of facilities
dedicated to recovering energy from waste, reported an immediate 50 percent improvement in
recovery of ferrous materials from bottom ash after upgrading a conventional scrap drum to an
Eriez® P-Rex® (Permanent Rare Earth Xtreme®) Scrap Drum at one of the company’s United
States facilities. Management has now upgraded a total of six older scrap drums at various
Covanta locations to P-Rex Scrap Drums based on exceptional results of two initial installations.
Eriez Metals Recycling Market Manager Mike Shattuck says that the innovative design of the P-Rex Scrap Drum gives it a
variety of advantages over traditional scrap drums, leading to greater recovery results for Covanta and many other customers.
He explains, “P-Rex’s magnetic force remains consistently strong across the width of the drum. With standard magnets, the
force in the middle is greater which can lead to ferrous materials located at the sides of the conveyor not getting picked up.”
In addition to P-Rex’s greater recovery, Covanta has also been impressed with how this advanced drum helps them maintain
productivity and avoid expensive equipment damage. Shattuck explains, “P-Rex’s magnetic strength enables installation with a
greater gap between the conveyor and the drum, where it’s better able to deal with the widely varying sizes of metal objects
remaining in Covanta’s bottom ash.” He continues, “The closer gaps required by standard drum magnets can cause large
objects to potentially become wedged between the belt and the magnet, triggering equipment jams and damage.”
Introduced in 2010 and originally marketed primarily for scrap recycling, P-Rex Scrap Drums are now successfully operating
across North America in a wide variety of recycling sectors. The P-Rex is proving its value in the field, beyond scrap recycling
operations, by boosting ferrous recovery rates for waste-to-energy and slag recycling facilities.
For more information about P-Rex Scrap Drums, visit http://erieznews.com/nr486.
Eriez is recognized as world authority in separation technologies. The company’s magnetic lift and separation, metal detection,
fluid recycling, flotation, materials feeding, screening, conveying and controlling equipment have application in the process,
metalworking, packaging, plastics, rubber, recycling, food, mining, aggregate and textile industries. Eriez manufactures and
markets these products through 12 international subsidiaries located on six continents. For more information, call (814) 8356000. For online users, visit www.eriez.com or send email to eriez@eriez.com. Eriez World Headquarters is located at 2200
Asbury Road, Erie, PA 16506.
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